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ABSTRACT: This article is designed to offer a phenomenological reading of Wang Yang-
ming’s (王陽明) doctrine of ge-wu (格物), which, as a part of Wang radical reading of The 
Great Learning (Da-Xue 大學), distinguishes his doctrine from that of Zhu Xi (朱熹). Wang 
argues that ge-wu, as rectifying things, is the same process with the act of cheng-yi (誠意), in 
which yi (意) and wu (物) form a relation of intentionality in Edmund Husserl’s sense. Since 
for Wang, what can be made sincere are emotional yi such as liking and disliking, Husserl's 
phenomenology on emotional intentionality will be used in this article. The emotional 
intentionality is the unity of emotional noeses and valued noemata. For Wang, ge-wu is to 
change a wu improperly valued into a proper one, which is the same process of rectifying an 
immoral yi into a moral one. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
This article studies the sixteenth-century Confucian philosopher Wang Yang-ming’s (
王陽明 or Wang Shou-ren 王守仁)’s reading of the notion ge-wu (格物) from the 
Confucian classic The Great Learning (Da-Xue 大 學 ). Wang revolutionarily 
challenged the so-called “Doctrine of Principle” or li-xue (理學) represented by Zhu 
Xi (朱熹) whose doctrine was the mainstream of the Neo-Confucian thoughts of 
Wang’s time. Though Wang is often believed as an opponent of Zhu Xi, both thinkers 
share some understandings regarding the metaphysical foundation of human morality 
and the end of moral effort (gong-fu 工夫). According to the Neo-Confucian tradition 
to which Wang and Zhu Xi belong, the purpose of the moral effort is to cultivate 
one’s moral personality and to bring it to its highest state, namely, sagehood. What 
makes Wang and Zhu Xi radically different is their doctrines regarding the 
methodology of gong-fu. Since Wang’s reading of ge-wu is crucial for his theory of  
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moral effort, it deserves a careful study. In the next section, I will analyze the role 
that the moral effort plays for both Zhu Xi and Wang so that the significance of ge-wu 
for both can be clarified. 
  I argue that a phenomenological interpretation can clarify some difficulties 
confronted by Wang’s theory of ge-wu. This strategy is possible, for there is a 
structural parallel between Wang’s theory of yi (意)1 and Husserl’s phenomenology 
of intentionality. Many scholars like Chen Shao-ming (陈少明) (2014), Iso Kern 
(1994 and 2010) and Chen Li-sheng (陈立胜) (2004) successfully applied Husserl’s 
analysis of intentionality to some particular problems regarding Wang’sphilosophy, 
but a specific phenomenological study of Wang’s doctrine of ge-wu is still wanted. 
What is specifically helpful for the purpose of this article is Husserl’s description of 
feelings as a form of intentionality, which I will pay special attention to. 
 
2. THE ROLE OF THE MORAL EFFORT  
IN WANG YANGMING’S SYSTEM 
 
It is necessary to briefly study Wang’s understandings of both moral effort and the 
metaphysical foundation of morality so that the differences between the theories of 
Wang and Zhu Xi can be clarified. Wang, as a Neo-Confucian, believes that morality 
should be based on some laws which Neo-Confucians name tian-li (天理), whose 
literal meaning is “the principle of the heaven.” Wang maintains that such laws are 
valid standards of morality in all historical situations (Wang 2014, 225). For him, the 
most crucial tian-li is the principle of birth (sheng-sheng 生生), according to which 
one should love living beings with different degrees (Wang 1963, 222). 2  He also 
suggests that this principle of sheng-sheng is the same with the Great Ultimate (tai-ji 
太極). According to the Neo-Confucian tradition, tai-ji is the foundation of the whole 
universe (Wang 1963, 136). That is to say, tian-li are also principles of the world 
itself. Tian-li within Wang’s system, as the foundation of morality, are generally the 
same with those of Zhu Xi. Zhu Xi also argues that tian-li are the same with the Great 
Ultimate, and the physical motions of nature itself must follow these laws (Zhu 1986, 
1-3). Nature gives life to living beings through the changes of seasons, for it follows 
tian-li (Zhu 2015, 180).  
More importantly, Wang and Zhu Xi have some similar understandings regarding 
the relation between xin and tian-li. Wang famously asserts that all principles are 
internal to xin (Wang 1963, 7) so that one does not need to seek morality from things 
external to his or her xin. Such principles are in xin as its “original substance (ben-ti 
本體)”, or as its original talent (Wang 2014, 1302). Wang claims, “The origin of the 
good is the xing (性),3 which is named by Mencius as the good nature…. What is in 
                                                
1 This notion is often translated as “thought”. 
2 In this article, pages and chapter numbers of Chuan-Xi-Lu are given according to Chan’s translation 
(Wang 1963). 
3 The literal meaning of this character is “the nature of different things”. 
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xing is the good. These are different names, while actually, they are all (referring to) 
xin” (Wang 2014, 175). For Wang, xin contains principles in the form of xing, which, 
according to Mencius, is naturally good. Wang accepts Mencius’s position and argues 
that ben-ti of xin, as the “location” of xing, contains nothing immoral (Wang 1963, 
52). Wang also realizes that people are having evil deeds and thoughts all the time. I 
will briefly address this issue very soon. 
  Wang’s theory of xin can be expressed by his famous slogan that “xin is 
principles.” Zhu Xi, on the other hand, is considered to base his theory on the 
statement that “xing (性) is principles” (Zhu 2015, 17). It seems that Zhu Xi only 
emphasizes xing but does not trust xin. However, Zhu Xi often claims that he agrees 
with Zhang Zai (張載)’s doctrine that “xin unites xing and feelings (心統性情).” In 
other words, for Zhu Xi, xing is not separated from xin. He argues that “xin takes xing 
as its substance, and xin contains xing as its stuffing (xian-zi 餡子)” (Zhu 1986, 89).4 
Xing is a “special part” of xin, as Zhu Xi explains more elaboratively in the following 
paragraph: 
 
The original substance of xin… has every principle incomplete, and does not have an iota 
of selfish desire…. Hence, when talking about its complete substance which has not been 
aroused, it is xing. When talking about its subtle usage as that which is aroused, it is 
feelings. However, the doctrine that “xin unites xing and feelings” is only referring to the 
difference between the state before xin is aroused, and the state after it is aroused. It is not 
saying that there are different things as xin, xing, and feelings. They are not separated in 
this sense. (Zhu 1986, 94)5 
 
It is quite apparent according to this quotation that Zhu Xi’s understanding of the 
original substance of xin is almost the same as that of Wang. Like Wang, Zhu Xi 
believes that the original substance has all tian-li as its contents, and serves as the 
condition for one to have proper feelings. Xing is contained in xin as the ben-ti, 
whose function can be described as the original capability of xin, though this 
capability may be concealed.6 Both Zhu Xi and Wang point out that despite the 
original substance, xin is also the only subject of evil deeds. It is well-known that 
according to Zhu Xi, “xin has good and evil, but xing has nothing that is not good” 
(Zhu 1986, 89). This claim seems to be opposed to his theory of ben-ti of xin. 
However, what is evil does not arise from the original substance (Zhu 1986, 86): evil 
deeds stem from the so-called “selfish desires (si-yü 私慾)”, which, according to Zhu 
Xi, disable the original substance from functioning. Such desires are results of 
materials (qi 氣), rather than xin. Zhu Xi’s position is also similar to the opinion of 
                                                
4 Zhu Xi’s emphasis on this statement of Zhang Zai was discussed thoroughly by many Chinese 
scholars. See Chen 1986, Cai 1991, and Cheng 2014. 
5 心之全體…萬理俱足，無一毫私慾之間…故以其未發而全體者言之，則性也；以其已發而妙
用者言之，則情也。然“心統性情”，只就渾淪一物之中，指其已發、未發而言爾；非是性是
一箇地頭，心是一箇地頭，情又是一箇地頭，如此懸隔也。 
6 For more discussions on Zhu Xi’s understanding of ben-ti, see also Xiang 2012, and Zhao 2017. 
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Wang, who explicitly claims that some immoral desires called selfish desires can 
conceal the original substance, and prevent xin from acting following its ben-ti (Wang 
1963, 52). The obstruct of of si-yü is the reason why people cannot avoid immoral 
feelings, though they originally have the moral ability in their xin. 
This grasp of the relation between ben-ti and si-yü also leads to the similar ideas 
of Zhu Xi and Wang, regarding the end of the moral effort. They argue that gong-fu is 
to help xin regain the power of its original substance. More interestingly, they borrow 
the same metaphor to portray this process. Zhu Xi mentions many times that xin of a 
sage is like a mirror. This mirror is completely clean, for the xin of a sage is not 
troubled by si-yü (Zhu 1779, 49:15A-15B; 67:5B-6A). One whose xin is a bright 
mirror is a sage, for he or she can always follow tian-li as the original contents of his 
or her xin.7 As Zhu Xi suggests, for people who are not sages yet, selfish desires are 
dust and rusts on their xin as mirrors. The task of the moral effort of such people is to 
“wipe” out dirt on xin as the mirror so that the “mirror” can recover its original 
brightness (Zhu 1986, 263; 267; 781; 787).  
I spent several paragraphs on the similarities between Wang and Zhu Xi, for this 
can shed light on the reason for which Wang pays so much attention to a new 
interpretation of ge-wu: this notion plays a vital role in the methodologies of moral 
effort of both thinkers which radically differ from each other. It is well-known that 
according to Zhu Xi, ge-wu is the first one of the eight steps of moral effort 
mentioned in Da-Xue (Zhu 2015, 3-4). In this Confucian classic, there are eight items 
that are important for one’s life: ge-wu, zhi-zhi (致知), cheng-yi (誠意), zheng-xin (正
心), xiu-shen (脩身), qi-jia (齊家), zhi-guo (治國), and ping-tian-xia (齊家) (Zhu, 
2015, 3).8 The first five items are internal to a person and should be the “roots” for 
the other three. Zhu Xi treats all these tasks as different kinds of activities, which 
should be ordered temporally: only one who has finished the process of ge-wu and 
zhi-zhi can begin the process of cheng-yi. In Zhu Xi’s view, the character “ge (格)” is 
to investigate thoroughly, and to ge-wu is to study nature itself as a whole (Zhu 2015, 
4). This process of ge-wu is identified with zhi-zhi which Zhu Xi reads as the 
extension of one’s knowledge of the world. Note that for the Neo-Confucians, 
knowledge of this world is also the knowledge of tian-li. Therefore, Zhu Xi believes 
that the process of ge-wu and zhi-zhi also has an ethical significance. Such knowledge 
of the world and tian-li is the necessary condition for the moral effort: Zhu Xi 
maintains that since ben-ti of xin is concealed, ben-ti cannot function as the guide for 
the moral effort. Gong-fu should follow the guidance of the knowledge that can be 
learned even when the original substance of one’s xin is obstructed by si-yü (Zhu 
1986,161). Zhu Xi often suggests that to bring xin back to its original brightness, one 
                                                
7 Zhu Xi’s use of the mirror metaphor has also been realized by many scholars. For example, see Xiang 
2012 and Zhao 2018. 
8 Literally, the seven terms from zhi-zhi to ping-tian-xia mean to extend one’s knowing, to make one’s 
yi sincere, to rectify one’s xin, to cultivate one’s body, to give order to one’s family, to rule one’s state 
properly, and to bring peace to the whole world. 
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should begin from reading Confucian classics, for such texts contain all necessary 
knowledge in a Confucian sense. 
Zhu Xi’s account of ge-wu in the moral effort is the point that can distinguish his 
doctrine from that of Wang. Zhu Xi believes that ge-wu should be temporally prior to 
cheng-yi as a process of making yi ethical. Wang rejects both Zhu Xi’s reading of  
“ge” and Zhu Xi’s doctrine regarding the relation between ge-wu and cheng-yi. He 
claims that “to ge is to rectify. It is to rectify that which is incorrect so that it can 
return to the correctness” (Wang 1963, 55). Ge-wu is not an investigation of things as 
an attempt to grasp knowledge, but a process of rectifying incorrect wu. This reading 
raises two issues: (1) What is the meaning of the term “correct wu”? (2) What is the 
structure of this process of rectifying things for moral effort? An immediate response 
to these questions is Wang’s understanding of the relation between ge-wu and cheng-
yi, as is expressed in the following paragraph: 
 
I interpret the word ge as rectifying and wu as affairs or events…. In xin’s operation, it is 
impossible for it to be entirely free from evil. Therefore, we must make our efforts here 
(when xin is evil). This means to make yi sincere. For instance, when intending to love 
what is good, love what is good truly and concretely. When intending to hate what is evil, 
hate what is evil truly and concretely. (Wang 1963, 247-248) 
 
According to this quotation, though the character “cheng (誠)” originally means 
“honest”, what is not sincere in the term cheng-yi is a yi that is evil, rather than 
dishonest. A xin whose ben-ti is concealed will have immoral yi. Wang believes it is 
not easy (or even impossible) to directly touch xin itself, so that “we can make our 
effort only in (the case) when xin is aroused” (Wang 2014, 1294). In the next section, 
I will demonstrate that within Wang’s system, when xin is aroused, yi is diffused from 
it. That is to say, to directly deal with immoral yi is the real effort of “polishing the 
mirror”. This process is nothing but cheng-yi, namely, to rectify an immoral yi into a 
moral one. Later in this article, it will be shown that according to Wang, an evil yi is 
intrinsically connected with a wu that is not correct. To rectify an incorrect thing is 
the same as amending an evil yi. In this sense, cheng-yi and ge-wu are always inter-
woven and are fundamental for the moral effort. 
Readers who are familiar with Da-xue will wonder the role that zhi-zhi plays in 
Wang’s theory. I address this issue in the last section of this article. What should be 
studied first is the relation between yi and wu upon which Wang builds his account of 
ge-wu and cheng-yi. This relation is a relation of intentionality in Edmund Husserl’s 
sense. Thus, a phenomenological study of ge-wu and cheng-yi is possible. To offer an 
account for this possibility of studying Wang is the task of the next section. 
 
3. THE YI-WU RELATION  
AS A RELATION OF INTENTIONALITY 
 
For the purpose of clarifying Wang doctrine of ge-wu which is essentially inter- 
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woven with cheng-yi, it is necessary to briefly study his theory of the yi-wu relation as 
a relation of intentionality. 
According to Husserl, intentional acts of consciousness (noesis) and intentional 
objects (noema) are necessarily correlated. There are no noetic experiences without 
noemata, nor noemata without being intentionally experienced. Within his framework 
of intentionality, consciousness is a complex structure which contains both the noetic 
and the noematic sides (Husserl 1984, B1372; 2001, 2:98). The way through which 
noemata and noeses are correlated is constitution: noemata are constituted by noeses 
of consciousness. This structure of constitution is crucial for the study of ge-wu in 
this paper. Also, within Husserl’s phenomenology of intentionality, noeses are not 
scattered pearls but are linked together in a necklace named as the ego. The ego 
functions as the chain of the necklace because all these pearls are “made” by it: they 
are rays “radiated” from xin as the single and integrated “light source” (Husserl 1952, 
98 and 1989, 104). Acts as rays all “come from the same place,” which makes them 
belong to the same “owner,” namely, the ego. Since the intentionality is the unity of 
noeses and noemata, noemata are also “objects for the ego”, via the media of noeses 
radiated from the ego. 
The relation between yi, wu, and xin is almost the same with the intentional 
structure of noeses, noema, and ego. As Wang famously states, “What is diffused 
from xin is yi… and what is directed towards by yi is a wu” (Wang 1963, 14). Here, 
xin is the subject of “looking, listening, speaking, and motion” (Wang 1963, 80). Note 
that “looking, listening, speaking, and motion” are not physical movements of the 
body, for xin in Wang’s system “is not merely that lump of blood and flesh” (Wang 
1963, 80), but is “the clear and intelligent master of the body” (Wang 2014, 1069; 
1963, 276). According to Husserl, the ego is also a subject of perceiving, judging, 
feeling, and willing, which are not instinctive reactions belonging to a body, but are 
acts belonging to the spiritual, mental stream of an ego (Husserl 1952, 97; 1989, 103). 
Both ego and xin serve as the subject of consciousness and are both identical, 
subjective poles for acts of consciousness. In Wang’s view, yi are diffused from xin. I 
translate the Chinese character “fa (發)” as diffuse. It is translated as “operate” by 
Wing-tsit Chan and as “stir” by Ivanhoe (Ivanhoe 2009, 168-169). While both of 
them have grasp this term correctly, it means to diffuse or project arrows with a bow 
originally in Chinese (Xu 1981, 270). This original meaning of “fa” is still alive in 
Wang’s philosophical usage of it. When xin is looking, looking is a yi diffused from 
xin. Xin is the bow, and different yi are arrows projected by this bow. In this sense, 
one’s xin binds together all of his or her yi. 
Targets of such arrows are wu, often translated as “things.” Wang maintains that 
“Yi never hangs in a vacuum. It is always connected with some wu or shi (事)” (Wang 
1963, 189). This quotation obviously means that there are no yi without wu. Wu are 
targets of yi. Using terms of Husserl, wu are “objects of yi” or “noemata of yi.” Since 
all yi are radiated from xin, all wu that are targets of yi can also be treated as “things 
for xin.” This again reminds us of Husserl’s phenomenology of intentionality, 
according to which all noeses are from the ego, and all noemata constituted by noeses 
are “neomata for the ego.” Many scholars have realized this similarity between 
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structures of Wang and Husserl. As Jung Hwa Yol pointed out in 1965, yi, as “the 
activity of hsin”, is “an intentional act in the widest sense… that is best described as 
‘intentionality’ in the phenomenological sense” (2002, 44). Chen Lai (陈来) also 
realizes that the function of yi for Wang is similar to that of noesis in Husserl's 
system, and the role of wu is similar to that of noema (2009, 60-61). After the first 
publication of Chen Lai’s book in 1980, many other scholars, under the influence of 
Chen Lai, have also attempted to apply the phenomenological method to Wang's 
doctrines. The observations of Jung and Chen Lai are undoubtedly correct, but there 
are some necessary clarifications regarding existing phenomenological studies of 
Wang Yangming.  
Scholars like Chen Li-sheng , Chen Shao-ming and Zhang Zai-lin (张再林) who 
adopt Chen Lai’s strategy claim that in the statement “whatever is targeted by the 
intention is the wu,” “wu” can only refer to affairs such as respecting one’s elders 
(Chen 2009, 167; Chen 2014b, 69-70). Though their studies have some solid textural 
proofs, these scholars are problematic in other ways. That the term “wu” can signify 
“affairs” cannot lead to the conclusion that it only has this meaning. It may have more 
than one meanings. This possibility is recognized by Mou Zong-san (牟宗三), one of 
the most important figures of the twentieth-century Neo-Confucian school. Mou 
defines Wang’s term “affair” as “an act of life” (sheng-ming-de-xing-wei 生命的行為
) such as using a table. However, this act also has its object, namely, the table. Mou 
and his student Cai Ren-hou (蔡仁厚) both doubt whether the table itself is a wu 
within Wang's framework (Mou 2003, 202; Cai 1983, 66-67). There are two materials 
that can serve as clues for their questions: 
 
1. Xin is naturally able to know. When it perceives the parents, it naturally knows that 
one should be filial. When it perceives the elder brother, it naturally knows that one 
should be respectful. (Wang 1963, 15) 
2. When it diffused from xin, we have filial piety when it meets the father, loyalty when it 
meets the lord, and so on to infinity. (Wang 1964, 34) 
 
According to these two quotations, xin perceives or meets parents, brothers, and lords. 
They are human beings whose “mode of being” is more similar to that of external 
beings such as tables, rather than that of affairs or “acts of life.” Note that according 
to Wang, the act of perceiving is a yi, namely, an act of xin as nthe ego of 
consciousness. In Mou’s words, to respect one’s elder is an “act of life” similar to the 
action of using the table, so that the role of the elder in the act of respecting is similar 
to the role of table in the action of using. Since the elder can be the target of xin 
through the yi-wu schema, the table is also a wu in the same sense. It has to be 
emphasized that for Wang, the perceiving of a thing is not an action of the body, but 
is a yi of xin, while Mou’s term “act of life” has both meanings. To use a table is an 
action of the body, while to respect one’s parents is an act of consciousness. Though 
Mou does not make a phenomenological clarification of his term, his question can 
still lead to the conclusion that for Wang, things in an everyday sense like tables can 
also be treated as wu, namely, as noemata in a Husserlian sense. 
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Though scholars like Chen Lai are correct when they realize that affairs can be 
wu, their interpretations of “wu” itself are to some extent too narrow, when they claim 
that this term can only refer to affairs. There is, however, a more interesting account 
in an existing study that can shed light on my project here and can also lead us to the 
topic of the next section, namely, the phenomenological structure of emotional yi. 
 
4. HUSSERL’S ANALYSES OF FEELING  
AS A FORM OF INTENTIONALITY 
 
In his article studying Wang Yangming’s theory of intentionality, Chen Shao-ming 
argues that for Wang, xin does not function as a “simple mirror”, but as a camera used 
by an artist. According to Chen, a wu for a xin is not “displayed in a window” as it is, 
but is always grasped with social, aesthetical, or ethical meanings (Chen 2014b, 74-
76). Chen correctly points out that the focus of Wang, who as a Confucian, should be 
things that have ethical meanings. As “objects of the camera of an artist”, wu are 
noemata of xin which have some “emotional colors”. With the help of Husserl’s 
analysis of emotional noeses, the structure of such “emotional colors” can be better 
described.  
Husserl’s analysis of emotional noeses is based on his theory of constitution, 
according to which all noemata are constituted by the ego through its noeses. Within 
this process of constitution, an intentional object with specific properties is 
constituted by what Husserl names as sense-bestowal. A “sense” as an essence of 
something is bestowed upon the underlying flow of raw sensuous materials on the 
side of the act, named as the hyletic flow. An apple is an object with properties of 
shapes, colors, smells, touch, etc. These properties are correlated with materials like 
color-data, smell-data in the hyletic flow on the side of the act. Such materials are 
“used” by the essence of apple as the “sense”, or as the “form” of such materials.9  
There are different forms of sense-bestowal, but these forms all have a 
hierarchical structure that is transcendental. According to Husserl’s Ideas I that was 
published in 1913, a noema can have different levels, among which the level of a 
mere identification is the “lowest” one. This part of a noema is built by the level of 
noesis which bestows the sense of “a mere object which is identified with itself” 
(Husserl 1950, 189; 1998, 221-222). Without this simple self-identification, it is 
impossible to say that something is this or that. In Logical Investigations published 
over a decade before Ideas I, this fundamental layer of an act is also named as 
“presentation” (Husserl, 1984, B1480-481; 2001, 2:160). The mere presentation 
constitutes a “mere this” (Husserl, 1987, B1485 and 2001, 2:163). As the fundamental 
layer, it is necessary for every more complicated act which contains a “higher layer” 
(Husserl 1987, B1441; 2001, 2:136). Such more complicated acts with multiple noetic 
layers can constitute noemata with more noematic layers. A noema which is “more 
than a mere thing” is named by Husserl as a “full noema” in Ideas I (Husserl 1950, 
                                                
9 For more elaborated phenomenological studies on this material-form schema, see Sokolowski 1984 
and Zahavi 2003, 22-27.  
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189 and 1998, 221). This noema contains the “mere thing” as a part of itself, and this 
“mere thing” serves as the “object simpliciter,” or the “core” of the full noema. Upon 
this simpliciter, other noematic properties can be added, removed, or changed.  
The particular form of noeses in point, namely, emotional acts, is also more 
complicated than and is founded on the mere presentation. As Husserl argues in 
Logical Investigations, “Whether we turn with pleasure to something, or whether its 
unpleasantness repels us, an object is presented” (Husserl 1984, B1389; 2001, 2: 108). 
In the same part of the book (“Fifth Investigation”), he further claims that feelings, as 
intentional acts, are impossible without a presentation, and a feeling contains the 
presentation as a fundamental layer of it. The feeling includes both a layer of 
presentation and a higher layer. In Ideas I, Husserl also insists that in the “emotional 
and volitional sphere”, there is a “non-selfsufficient moment… stratified on a 
concrete process of simply objectivating…” (Husserl 1950, 197; 1998, 231). An 
emotional act is not self-sufficient because it cannot be performed only with itself: it 
must be founded on a presentation and can also be “removed” from it. In Logical 
Investigations, Husserl agrees with Brentano’s claim that the “presented object” can 
be separated from the “felt object”, while the latter is not separable from the former 
(Husserl 1987, B1389; 2001, 2:107). Here, “object” refers to noema. Thus, when 
citing Brentano, Husserl is saying that it is possible for a “mere thing” to be presented 
without an “emotional color”, whereas a noema with such a color cannot be 
independent of the presented simpliciter. This further implies that the same “mere 
this” given by the same presentation can be treated differently by different emotional 
acts: it can be loved, or be hated. 
As many scholars have realized, feelings and values are essentially connected in 
Husserl’s analysis. 10  He asserts in his lecture on ethics given in 1914 that an 
“emotional consciousness” is also a “universal valuing consciousness” (Husserl 1988, 
86). This relation between emotions and values can be seen more clearly in the 
following quotation from Idea I: 
 
In the noema belonging to the higher level the valued as valued is possible, a core of 
sense surrounded by new posited characteristics. The “valued,” the “likable,” “happy,” 
etc. … (Husserl 1950, 240; 1998, 277)  
 
According to this quotation, values belong to the noematic side. The noema with 
value has a higher noematic property which makes the noema a full noema (Husserl 
1950, 198-199; 1998, 232).11 This paragraph discussing valued object is cited from 
section 95 of Ideas I, whose title is “The Analogous Distinctions in the Emotional and 
Volitional Spheres”. Also, in Husserl’s 1914 lecture, a pleasant situation is presented 
with a “rosy light,” and a displeasing scene is with a “gloomy light” (Husserl 1988, 
86). A pleasant situation is a noema that is correlated with an emotional noesis of 
liking, so that “emotional colors” are noematic properties of different situations as 
                                                
10 See Hart 1992, 224-9; Loidolt 2012, 10f; Peucker 2007, 312; and 2008, 315f. 
11 See also Zhang and Xu 2009, 136-138. 
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“full noemata”. Since Ideas I was published in 1913, it is reasonable to argue that 
values described in this book are treated by Husserl as equivalent to emotional colors 
mentioned in the 1914 lectures. The liking, as an act with a higher noetic layer, 
constitutes an object with a property on a more upper noematic stratum, which is 
nothing but a positive value.  
Since phenomenological acts and objects are always correlated through the 
relation of constitution, a “full-noema” will also be changed, if its correlated full act 
is changed. When the liking as an act is changed into a disliking, the noema with a 
positive value is also changed into an intentional object with a negative value. A 
loved painting and a hated painting are different full noemata, though it is the same 
“mere painting” that is loved or hated. The “same painting” is constituted by the same 
act of presentation, and the different paintings are constituted by different emotional 
acts. Note that when an act of liking changes into an act of disliking, the correlated 
object not only stops “being liked,” but also lose the value of being good.  
 
5. HUSSERL’S REJECTION OF AN ETHICAL RELATIVISM 
 
For Husserl, the most elemental act of ethical life is the emotional act which 
constitutes an object with a value-property. This theory may be interpreted as a form 
of relativism. People may argue that since all valued noemata are constituted by 
particular egos, such values are only values “for these egos,” which means that there 
are no objective standards for good and bad. For example, Hobbes believes that what 
is good in an ethical sense is nothing but something that is physiologically pleasing 
(Hobbes 1994, 27-29). Since whether something can offer physiological pleasure is 
determined by biological features of one’s body, there can be no ethical standards that 
are shared by all transcendental egos.  
Husserl himself rejects this form of relativism. He believes that though a good 
noema is indeed constituted by ego as something that is “good for me”, this value of 
being good should be universal for all egos if its correlated noesis is moral. Such an 
ethical noesis can constitute an object with a universal value, for it follows some 
forms of moral laws that Husserl names as axioms or “axiological laws”. Such laws 
are “those which establish that the value can be treated as a predicate, as the 
presumption” (Husserl 1988, 86). 12  More importantly, Husserl claims that “Only 
axioms of the previously determined essence can make it possible to define 
something “valuable" as a predicate objectively” (Husserl 1988, 86) 13  Here, the 
“substance” to which a value as a “predicate” attaches is a noema. The implication is 
that a “predicate” is a noematic property as a part of a full noema. As was mentioned 
above, a “sense” in a sense-bestowal is an essence or a meaning. When a noema is 
valued, an “essence” of the value is bestowed as the sense. It is the universal essence 
of being good that determines whether a particular noema can be liked, and essences 
                                                
12 “diejenigen, welche feststellen, daß Wert als Prädikat behandelt werden könne.”  
13 “Erst Axiome der vorhin festgestellten Art mach es, daß so etwas wie ‚wert‘ objektiv als Prädikat 
definiert werden kann.” 
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of being good, being bad, being harmful, are all “defined” according to ethical 
axioms.  
  A noesis which bestows the sense of value is an emotional act. Hence, according 
to Husserl, feelings, as noises, should also follow ethical axioms. He maintains that 
“pleasure and sorrow here are rationally motivated acts” (Husserl 1988, 86).14 If a 
particular situation is good according to the essence of being good and the ethical 
axioms, then all egos ought to be pleased by this situation, which means that they 
ought to love this situation. One who does not act emotionally by such axioms is 
acting improperly in an ethical sense, i.e., he or she is acting immorally. Husserl 
argues that one will also be demanded by axioms to feel sorry in some cases. Hence, 
both the liking that constitutes a “positive” noema and the disliking correlated with a 
“negative” object can be rational and moral. An object which has a negative value-
property may be disliked appropriately, from the perspective of ethical axioms. This 
function of the ethical axioms is essential for the task of this article, for the form of 
the relation between axioms and particular ethical noeses, are the same with the 
connection between tian-li and particular yi of liking and disliking according to 
Wang, as will be shown later.  
For Husserl, a noema can be properly good, improperly good, properly bad, or 
inappropriately bad, according to the ethical axioms. This leads to the conclusion that 
if an improper emotional act is changed, then its correlated valued object is also made 
proper. This insight can shed light on Wang’s doctrine of ge-wu. 
 
6. WANG’S THEORY O EMOTIONAL YI TOWARDS VALUED WU 
 
In the previous section, I studied Husserl’s analyses of sense-bestowal and emotional 
intentionality as a specific form of sense-bestowal. All intentional objects are “for the 
ego”, for they are constituted by acts of the ego. For Wang, a yi is a noesis so that the 
relation between yi and wu is also a relation of constitution. Some scholars have also 
realized this possibility, though they did not know Husserl at all. For example, Liang 
Qi-chao (梁啟超), one of the most influential Chinese scholars of the late nineteenth 
and early twelfth century, suggests that according to Wang, “without being intended, 
even the name ‘equilateral triangle’ would not exist, and this (particular) triangle 
would not either” (Liang 1968, 19). Liang’s interpretation will make more sense from 
a phenomenological perspective: the name of the triangle expresses the essence, the 
“sense” of the triangle. To constitute a triangle as a noema, this sense of the triangle 
should be bestowed. Using Mou’s examples mentioned in Section 3, when a person 
perceives the table or the parents, the essences of table, parents and lords should also 
be bestowed like the sense of triangle. 
It is possible to maintain that for Wang, wu, including affairs and things like 
tables, are also constituted by their correlated yi, for wu are nothing but noemata. This 
phenomenological reading of the yi-wu relation can illuminate Wang's understanding 
of “a correct thing.” In a quotation that was cited in Section 2, Wang describes a 
                                                
14 “Freude und Trauer sind hier vernünftig motivierte Akte.” 
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sincere yi as “to love what is good and to hate what is evil” (Wang 2014, 263-1644, 
and 1963, 247-248). To make yi sincere means that one should correctly love what 
ought to be good and hate what ought bad. This statement implies that yi that should 
be made sincere are acts such as loving or hating as emotional noeses. Within Wang’s 
framework, such noeses are also correlated with valued objects. In a crucial chapter 
of Chuan-Xi-Lu, Wang and his students discuss how to like or dislike grass. Xue Kan 
(薛侃), the recorder of this dialogue, wants to “pull weeds among the flowers”. Xue 
Kan treats grass as evil and flowers as good, and wonders why in nature “the good is 
difficult to be cultivated and the evil is difficult to be removed”. Wang points out that 
Xue Kan is misguided by himself from the very beginning:  
 
The spirit of life of heaven and earth is the same in flowers and weeds. Where have they the 
distinction of good and evil? When you want to enjoy flowers, you will consider flowers good and 
weeds evil. When you want to use weeds, you will then consider them good. Such good and evil 
are all products of xin’s likes and dislikes. Therefore I know you are wrong. (Wang 1963, 63) 
 
Wang argues that the distinction between good and evil made by Xue Kan is 
improper, for it is unnatural. Note that this does not mean that no such differences are 
natural. We mentioned in Section 2 that tian-li, as moral laws, are also proper 
standards of good and evil. When criticizing Xue Kan, Wang is only saying that Xue 
Kan’s particular distinction does not follow tian-li. Wang's comments on Xue Kan’s 
thoughts remind us of Husserl’s study of particular emotional noeses and the ethical 
axioms mentioned in the previous section. I will return to this similarity later in this 
section. 
A more important claim made by Wang in the quotation above is that it is Xue 
Kan’s liking that makes the flowers good and his disliking that makes the grass evil. 
The specific noematic property that is constituted by an act of disliking is not merely 
“the property of being disliked”, but is the value of being bad. Hence, being evil is a 
noematic property of the grass constituted by Xue Kan’s disliking of it. This grass is 
bad for Xue Kan, though if it is properly liked or disliked, then it should be good or 
evil for all people. Note that Wang also points out that the grass will be constituted as 
good by Xue Kan when he wants to use it. That is to say, the grass itself is a 
presented “mere thing,” upon which a value-property can be added, changed, and 
removed. A pile of grass as a thing is constituted by a yi of seeing, whose function is 
similar to the function of the presentation within Husserl’s theory. Xue Kan treats the 
same pile of grass as good when he wants to use this grass, and treats it as bad when it 
is troubling the beautiful flowers. This indicates that liking or disliking as intentional 
acts are different from the yi which presents the same “mere pile of grass”. The grass 
which is loved and the disliked grass are different full noemata, constituted by 
different emotional attitudes. 
Wang’s understanding of the relation between valued wu and emotional yi is 
similar to Husserl’s theory of feelings and valued noemata, and Wang also faces the 
danger of being understood as a relativist. This danger is even higher for Wang, for 
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he often uses the phrase “non-distinction of good and evil” (wu-shan-wu-e 無善無惡
). Thus, in his dialogue with Xue Kan, he carefully explains this notion himself: 
 
Being attached to the non-distinction of good and evil, the Buddhists neglect everything 
and therefore are incapable of governing the world. The sage, on the other hand, in his 
non-distinction of good and evil, merely makes no special effort whatsoever to like or 
dislike, and is not perturbed in his vital force. (Wang 1963, 64) 
 
Wang believes that the Buddhist principle cannot be used to govern the world 
because governing requires the distinction between what is harmful and what is 
beneficial, while Buddhism refuses to make this distinction. On the contrary, 
Confucians, including Wang, all believe that the highest ethical task is to rule the 
world properly.15  Hence, Wang insists that “[i]f weeds are harmful, according to 
principles they should be removed. Then remove them, that is all” (Wang 1963, 65). 
To remove some weeds, it is necessary that they are constituted as harmful, which is 
obviously an ethical value. Wang argues a valued thing should not be “artificially” 
made but should be correlated with an intention which follows “the tranquility of 
principles”. In his view, Confucian sages do distinguish what is good from what is 
bad, but they do it by following some principles. Such principles mentioned by Wang 
are tian-li, and Wang believes that if a yi is to be moral, it should follow such 
universal laws. As Wang says in a letter written in 1513: 
 
(Wang) said, “Not to artificially like or dislike is not to make no liking or disliking at all. A person 
behaving so would be devoid of consciousness. To say “not to artificially make” merely means 
that one’s liking and disliking (should) completely follow tian-li and that one does not go on to 
attach to that situation a bit of selfish thought.” (Wang 1963, 64)  
 
The “artificial liking and disliking” (zuo haowu 作好惡) means to make or to produce 
emotional yi of liking and disliking.  Such a yi is only “made” according to one’s 
private standards in Hobbes’ sense so that it is opposed to tian-li which are universal. 
A sage, on the contrary, always loves what should be loved and hates what should be 
hated according to such principles. As was mentioned early in this section, for Neo-
Confucians, tian-li are both the foundations of morality. They determine the essence 
of values: for example, according to the principle of sheng-sheng, being beneficial for 
life is a positive value in a general sense. Also, when Wang argues that sages always 
like what should be liked according to tian-li, such principles can always serve to 
determine whether a particular wu should be positive or negative. Tian-li can 
determine whether a particular yi should be an act of liking or disliking. A yi that is 
not artificially made is an emotional noesis that follows principles, whose structure is 
the same with moral acts within Husserl’s axiological theory. For both philosophers, 
the highest ethical principles as universal and objective principles should be used to 
guide emotional acts in particular situations.  
                                                
15 For example, according to Da-Xue, to rule a kingdom properly and to bring peace to the world are 
the two highest achievements for one who is moral.  
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Wang’s explanation to Xue Kan’s question regarding Buddhism can help us to 
clarify the correlation between cheng-yi and ge-wu. An insincere yi is “artificially 
made”, rather than following tian-li. In the letter that was mentioned above, Wang 
also argues that “the righteousness is to live with things, this means my heart can 
achieve its propriety” (Wang 2014, 175). What can be righteous or not is not the 
thing, but xin which “lives with (chu 處)” the thing. An improper emotional yi, as 
Kern points out, is a “selfish intentionality” (Kern 2010, 135). The implication is that 
the way through which this act loves or hates its noema is different from the way of 
tian-li. If xin properly loves what should be loved and dislikes what should be 
disliked, it achieves the righteousness or the propriety. A yi of disliking that is 
coherent with tian-li is also be proper and correct, for such a yi is radiated from a 
righteous xin. Also, since what is good is something that is liked, such a noema with a 
positive value can also be immorally and artificially constituted. For example, 
according to Wang’s understanding of the principle of sheng-sheng, a yi of disliking 
some weeds when they are harmful to agriculture can be proper, while Xue Kan 
improperly dislikes the grass among his flowers. A flood of the Yellow River would 
be hated in ancient China, but that of the Nile would be loved in ancient Egypt. Both 
forms of yi towards floods are proper, within the Confucian framework.  
The term “proper” can shed light on Wang’s understanding of human actions, 
named by Wang as affairs (shi 事). As was mentioned in Section 3, shi are also 
noemata. Wang maintains that correlated yi of shi should also follow tian-li. For 
example, he claims that whether one should accept a gift or not is also a shi: 
 
Some (gifts) should be accepted now but declined on other days. Others should be 
declined now but accepted on other days. If you are biased toward what you should 
accept now and go right on to accept everything or if you are biased against what you 
decline now and go right to decline everything, then this is setting the heart for or against 
things… How can it be called righteousness? (Wang 1963, 211-212)  
 
Wang claims in this quotation that a gift can be righteously accepted. What can be 
righteous is a xin as the subject of emotional yi. A gift that should be received is a 
noema with a positive value of “being acceptable”. Note that for Wang, the social 
norms such as the norm according to which one should accept or refuse a gift are not 
limited by historical, social, or ideological contexts but should be universal for the 
source of such norms is nothing but tian-li (Wang 1963, 74). That is to say, a shi 
which is constituted with a positive value can also be correct or incorrect, due to 
whether it is properly liked or disliked. 
Therefore, it is necessary to distinguish what is bad and what ought to be bad: for 
Wang, anything that is disliked is bad for the one who hates it, while whether it ought 
to be bad is determined by tian-li. By saying that to ge-wu is to rectify wu, the notion 
“correct” is correlated with the notion “proper.” The latter describes yi which are 
coherent with tian-li. An “incorrect” thing is not necessarily a noema with a negative 
value but is constituted by an improper yi. What is correct is a proper yi as a good 
noesis. For the sake of convenience, we can also distinguish noeses valuing their 
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noemata from evaluations of noeses themselves: a pile of weeds is valued as harmful 
or negative by its yi, while Xue’s dislike towards some non-harmful weeds is 
evaluated to be improper. An incorrect wu is not necessarily a disliked thing valued 
as negative, but its correlated yi must be evaluated as improper. Since different 
emotional yi constitute different value-properties, it is proper to say that this process, 
as both ge-wu and cheng-yi, also changes wu noematically through changing its 
noematic value.  
 
7. THE FUNCTION OF LIANG-ZHI FOR GE-WU 
 
According to Wang, ge-wu, as the fundamental method of moral effort, is to rectify 
an improper emotional intention. Through this process, its constituted valued object 
can also be made proper. Wang believes that if one performs the effort of ge-wu 
repeatedly in one’s life, then finally he or she will be able to eliminate all selfish 
desires and acquire the complete power of his or her original moral capabilities. The 
function of the unity of ge-wu and cheng-yi is to polishing xin as a mirror. The 
problem is that to rectify an improper yi, one must know that it is inappropriate and 
immoral. Wang’s close friend, Zhan Ruoshui (湛若水), suggests that this form of 
knowing may not be available for most people. He argues that even ancient wise 
people like Mo Zi (墨子) and Yang Zhu (楊朱) would believe that their yi are correct, 
while actually, they are acting improperly, for they are already troubled by si-yü 
(Zhan 1997, 571). This position of Zhan is similar to that of Zhu Xi, for if one who 
needs moral effort cannot know that a yi of him or her is immoral, then he or she will 
have to seek the help from knowledge. Wang’s response to this difficulty is his later 
doctrine of liang-zhi, which is his new understanding of zhi-zhi. As was mentioned in 
the second section, he rejects Zhu Xi's theory, according to which only ge-wu is a 
process of zhi-zhi as the attempt to expand one’s knowledge. Wang’s strategy is to 
argue that zhi 知 in zhi-zhi is liang-zhi, whose structure and function are different 
from knowledge in Zhu Xi’s sense. 
In recent years, scholars writing in Chinese were interested in Iso Kern’s 
arguments that for Wang, liang-zhi has two meanings, one of which is similar to 
reflective noeses, whose noemata are other noeses belonging to the same ego.16 
Though Kern’s study itself might be problematic as many scholars suggested, it is 
evident that Wang himself does believe that one function of liang-zhi is to observe 
one's emotional yi. Wang agrees with a student of him, who claims that liang-zhi can 
know that an immoral yi arises. Such incorrect acts “may be checked at the beginning, 
or controlled while they are in progress, or changed at the end” (Wang 1963, 138-
139). In a dialogue discussing liang-zhi with his student Nan Daji (南大吉), Wang 
argues that liang-zhi is like a bright mirror that can clearly show one’s “faults in xin” 
(xin-guo 心過) (Wang 2014, 1301-1302). Such faults are immoral yi. One who may 
still have “faults in xin” is one who still needs moral effort to eliminate these faults. 
                                                
16 See Kern 1994; Chen 2014; Li 2014; Lin 2014; and Wu 2015.  
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Thus, unlike Zhan who believe that people who are not sages cannot know that their 
intentional acts are immoral, Wang suggests that these people only lose their power of 
liking or disliking morally in many cases, but still hold their capability of recognizing 
that such yi are not proper. By borrowing the term liang-zhi from Mencius to name 
such a capability of inner knowing as liang-zhi, Wang describes it as original for xin 
Thus, Wang distinguishes two forms of original capabilities of xin: the ability to 
act morally, and the ability of self-observing. He argues that though the former can be 
concealed, the latter can never be destroyed (Wang 1963, 194). In a letter written in 
1525, Wang maintains that “only this clear self-knowing is liang-zhi, and to extend 
this liang-zhi by seeking self-satisfaction is zhi-liang-zhi” (Wang 2014, 220; 1963, 
154, and 167). Accordingly, the seeing of improper yi is not sufficient for the moral 
effort: liang-zhi needs to be satisfied, which is to eliminate what is improper. Liang-
zhi, as self-observation, not only sees improper yi but also guide people to rectify 
such yi.  Cheng-yi under the guidance of liang-zhi is the process of zhi-liang-zhi. In 
other words, “the root of cheng-yi lies in zhi-liang-zhi (Wang 1963, 248), which 
indicates that cheng-yi is based on the process of following the “requirement” of 
liang-zhi. Liang-zhi “shows” improper yi in one’s xin, and guides this person to 
rectify such yi. 
The moral effort is, therefore, portrayed by Wang as a continuous process consists 
of the unity between ge-wu and cheng-yi, under the guidance of liang-zhi. Wang’s 
theory of liang-zhi is a controversial topic. For example, philosophers like Wang Fu-
zhi (王夫之) and Gu Yan-wu (顧炎武) who lived in the late Ming Dynasty and early 
Qing Dynasty argue that Wang’s doctrine of liang-zhi will make people only trust 
their strong impulses, and violate the Confucian principles. However, since the focus 
of this article is Wang's doctrine of ge-wu, it is sufficient to analyze the formal 
function of liang-zhi for ge-wu according to Wang’s late thoughts. 
 
8. CONCLUSION 
 
My reading of Wang’s doctrine of ge-wu as correcting things borrows Husserl’s 
phenomenology of emotional noeses. Such a noetic act is also a valuing one, which 
constitutes an intentional object with some values as its noematic properties. As a 
higher noetic layer, an emotional noesis is founded on the mere presentation. Thus, 
the feeling as a noesis that changes the value property of its noema does not change 
the identification of the valued “mere thing”.  
 According to Wang, a “correct” thing is something with a proper value-property, 
for it is properly constituted by an emotional yi. Since both liking and disliking can be 
correct, in particular contexts, negative and positive values can both be both 
“corrected” constituted as properties of wu.. The standard of distinguishing what is 
proper from what is improper is tian-li as ben-ti of xin. Though these principles as the 
original talent of xin can be concealed, its capability of self-observation cannot. This 
capability is liang-zhi. Wang’s later doctrine of liang-zhi and zhi-liangzhi can make 
his earlier teaching of moral effort based on ge-wu more complete: ge-wu, the same 
with cheng-yi, is a continuous process under the guidance of liang-zhi. To follow the 
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guidance of liang-zhi is the process of zhi-liang-zhi. The final purpose of the moral 
effort as ge-wu under the guidance of liang-zhi is to eliminate all si-yü which conceal 
the original substance of one’s xin.  
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